Contact Information

402-714-3458
luper@cloutenterprises.com
www.cloutenterprises.com

One Team.
One Goal.
On The Move.
Capabilities
Whether you’re shipping furniture, appliances or electronics, to a home or business, the delivery of your
products represents a very personal experience for consumers in our Omaha Metropolitan Area.
Clout Enterprises helps expand a forward thinking brand imprint that turns into repeat business. We
specialize in pick up direct from the manufacturer and deliver to the end consumer. We also pick up from
the distributor in transport to the end consumer. To minimize returns and ensure satisfied consumers, we
can also pre-inspect items to ensure proper condition prior to delivery. Our aim is to identify potential
obstacles and resolve them prior to the end user’s doorstep. Our last mile service allows you to overcome
transportation network challenges, meet expanding customer demands, and add the personalized final
touch of service.
The professional common courtesy of our delivery crews creates a safe and comforting feeling for your
consumers by reducing the consumer’s apprehension and providing procedural proficiency when delivering your products.

Service Offerings:

Threshold Delivery		
One Man Delivery		
Item Return

Two Man Delivery
White Glove Delivery

Differentiators
We understand in today’s consumer market how vital returns are to the overall strategy of your delivery
service partnership. The ability to facilitate a swift, comprehensive and consistent pick up from your consumer is a significant part to ensure future sales. Proactive communication with a consumer who is unsatisfied to set up a rapid return is vital to your consumer offering.

Accomplishments:
At Clout Enterprises, our reputation is something we take seriously. We understand that representing your
organization as the final touch in the retail space is one of our greatest honors.
40,000 packages in one week
70 employees strong			
7 day a week work structure		
Driver Safety Program

10,000 packages in one day
40 Vans
DOT Credentialed

